
THE (IM)POSSIBILITIES OF A DECOLONIAL PROJECT IN
HIGHER EDUCATION: 

PRAXIS OF ENTANGLEMENTS & RADICAL HOPE
 

For the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They may allow us to temporarily
beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us to bring about genuine change. Racism and
homophobia are real conditions of all our lives in this place and time. I urge each one of us here to
reach down into that deep place of knowledge inside herself and touch that terror and loathing of
any difference that lives here. See whose face it wears. Then the personal as the political can begin
to illuminate all our choices. – Audre Lorde

When we revolt it’s not for a particular culture. We revolt simply because, for many reasons, we can
no longer breathe. ― Frantz Fanon

When I think of myself as a theorist of resistance that is not because I think of resistance as the end
or goal of political struggle, but rather its beginning, its possibility. I am interested in the relational
subjective/intersubjective spring of liberation, as both adaptive and creatively oppositional. – Maria
Lugones

PANEL DISCUSSION

In this session, panelists will share with us a glimpse of the (im)possibilities of a decolonial project in
higher education as they see, feel, fathom, and practice. They will engage with the labors and wisdom of
decolonial ancestors to reflect on: What does the decolonial project mean to you? What does it mean to
you as people (often) working against the tides in neoliberal institutions? What is your praxis? What are
your entanglements and complicities? What are your hopes and dreams? What are the struggles? How
do you sustain your everyday resistance? What/where are the (im)possibilities? 

Contact: Urmitapa Dutta (Organizer and Facilitator), Urmitapa_dutta@uml.edu 

Please register in advance. After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining
the meeting: https://uml.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJYsf-GoqTsoHtb2lg4CqG_h2uOL8gpP7zW6  
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